Statement on Fraudulent Websites
For Celestial Asia Securities Holdings and
CASH Financial Services Group
(Hong Kong, 14 May 2019) – Celestial Asia Securities Holdings Limited (“CASH”) [SEHK: 1049] and
CASH Financial Services Group Limited (“CFSG”) [SEHK: 510], would like to alert investing public and
clients to the following suspicious fraudulent websites:
(1) http://www.hhgjzx.com
This fraudulent website unlawfully quotes Dr Bankee Kwan, the Chairman of CASH and CFSG, as their
CEO. Dr Kwan would like to reiterate that he has no relationship whatsoever with this company and does
not accept any responsibility for the content, or use, of any such linked website. Below is a screen capture
of the fraudulent website:

(2) www.ykjcdd.com/chi
(3) http://www.weili668.com/chi
Investing public and clients are reminded that the above-mentioned websites or companies have no
affiliation or connection whatsoever with the Group or any of its subsidiaries, and they are strongly advised
not to click on any of these suspected or fraudulent websites. Any suspicious e-mails or web links received
should be deleted immediately to prevent computers from viruses or fraudulent use of personal
information. Both CASH and CFSG do not accept any responsibility for these websites or the content
thereof.

Both CASH and CFSG are working with relevant authorities to have the fraudulent websites shut down. If
the investing public and clients are concerned that they may have disclosed personal information to or
conducted any financial transactions through these fraudulent websites, they are highly recommended to
report to their local police.
Both CASH and CFSG have reported the above fraudulent activities to the regulatory bodies in Hong
Kong. The two companies reiterate that the operation of their official websites and relevant online trading
services are normal. The official website of CASH is www.cash.com.hk while CFSG is www.cfsg.com.hk.
CFSG clients are reminded to get access to their internet trading accounts by keying in or bookmarking the
official website address.
- Ends -
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